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any insurance policies across the
construction world contain both products-
completed operations coverage, which
generally covers claims of property damage

for work that has been completed, and a professional
services exclusion, which generally excludes damage
that results from the rendering of or failure to render
professional services. When something goes wrong
and damage occurs, a key question for purposes of obtaining coverage is whether
the damage occurred because of the construction work or performance (or non-
performance) of professional services.

In North Counties Engineering, Inc. v. State Farm General Insurance Company
(2014) 224 Cal.App.4th 902, North Counties Engineering, Inc. (“NCE”), an
engineering company, designed a dam and performed some construction work
and labor with respect to certain elements of the dam. The evidence indicated that
a separate company, North Counties Development, Inc. (“NCD”), was primarily
responsible for the work and labor associated with the dam, while NCE had most
of the expertise. After completion, the dam caused damage to third parties, which
led to NCE being sued. Despite the fact that NCD performed the majority of the
construction work, the underlying complaint alleged that both NCD and NCE
constructed specific elements of the dam. 

NCE tendered its defense to its insurer under a policy that contained both
products-completed operations coverage and a professional services exclusion.
The insurer denied NCE’s claim multiple times, but years later finally accepted its
duty to defend. However, the insurer refused to pay any of NCE’s legal fees for
the years between the date of tender and acceptance. Coverage litigation ensued.

The trial court originally sided with the insurer, concluding that no duty to defend
existed due to the professional services exclusion. The Court of Appeal reversed
in a strongly worded opinion, and ruled that the insurer had a duty to defend NCE
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due in part to the fact that the underlying complaint
contained numerous allegations that specified that
construction work caused the damage — not NCE’s
engineering services. Additionally, the appellate court
noted that the insurer’s own claims personnel
acknowledged that the complaint contained
allegations related to NCE’s construction work. The
appellate court reconfirmed that an insurer owes a

broad duty to defend, and found that the trial court erred in “not, as the law
requires, looking to determine whether there was any evidence that might support a
conclusion that there was a duty to defend, but rather looking only for evidence –
indeed, even inferences from evidence – that there was not.” Moreover, the court
found that “[t]he ‘professional services’ exclusion is not the panacea State Farm
would have it, certainly not when analyzed under the appropriate standard:
‘narrowly against the insurer.’”

The North Counties Engineering case is a victory for developers, contractors, and
design professionals as it narrows the scope of the professional services exclusion
and will force insurers to carefully consider the allegations and extrinsic evidence
before denying coverage based on the professional services exclusion.

Eric Rollins
Eric Rollins is a litigation associate in the Newport

Beach office. He focuses on construction, real estate,
business, insurance, and land use disputes. Eric
represents numerous publicly-traded real estate
developers in all aspects of construction matters. Eric can
be reached at eric.rollins@ndlf.com.
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hen kicking off negotiations on a real estate transaction, brokers usually
lead the charge for their clients. But some principals wait to call their real
estate attorney until the letter of intent is signed, and negotiations are
beginning on the definitive lease or purchase and sale agreement. But

what if an important deal point is missed in the letter of intent that counsel could
have raised? Or worse, what if negotiation of the definitive agreement stalls, and a
seemingly non-binding letter of intent is found to be an enforceable contract by a
court of law? Involving an attorney early in the deal-making process could help to
avoid costly oversights, if not simply streamline the transaction. 

In First National Mortgage v. Federal Realty Investment Trust, 631 F.3d 1058
(2011), sophisticated real estate parties exchanged several proposals for a ground
lease with various put and call options. While each “counter proposal” and
“revised proposal” included customary “non-binding” language, the “final proposal”
executed by the parties only stated that it was subject to approval of the terms and
conditions of a formal agreement. Missing an express statement that it was “non-
binding,” when the market turned and the parties could not agree on the terms for
their formal agreement, the “final proposal” was held by the Ninth Circuit to be a
binding contract. 

More concerning, recent case law calls into question whether including the
words “non-binding” would even solve the potential issue of a letter of intent being
held enforceable. The decision in Riverisland Cold Storage, Inc. v. Fresno-Madera
Production Credit Assn., 55 Cal. 4th 1169 (2013) overruled 75-year old precedent,
with the California Supreme Court holding that a litigant may offer evidence of a
prior oral agreement that contradicts a written contract. 

Given these types of recent rulings, parties negotiating letters of intent need to
consider that documents intended to be non-binding may ultimately be found to be
enforceable. And if the party on the other side of the table is litigious, they may be
able to win a court battle to invalidate the terms of a written agreement by proving
fraud with contradictory prior oral agreements. 

Having potential landmines like these in the path of the deal should prompt real
estate principals and brokers to involve real estate attorneys early in negotiations.
Collaboration on projects helps to quickly address issues, and streamlines the
process of negotiating the definitive agreement. Front-loading negotiations with
the principal, broker and attorney, yields more efficient use of time and resources.
For these reasons, assembling your negotiation team and including real estate
counsel at the letter of intent stage is encouraged to ensure all the bases are
being covered. If the letter of intent is the key opportunity to mutually agree upon
crucial deal points, why wait to raise some of those points until after that
opportunity has passed? 

Whether the goal is to get the deal done quickly, or to just avoid surprises when
a non-binding proposal is held to be enforceable, don’t wait to call counsel until
after the letter of intent is done. Having real estate attorneys on the full negotiation
team assembled at the start of the deal is always going to benefit that party in the
negotiation, and help efficiently achieve the best results in the transaction. 

W

Early Collaboration for Greater Protection:
Don’t Wait to Assemble Your Team

by Josh C. Grushkin and Javier F. Gutierrez, Partners, Stuart Kane LLP
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Kane LLP. His practice encompasses all aspects of
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acquisitions and dispositions for commercial and
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corporate users. His expertise also includes lease
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representing landlords and tenants. Mr. Grushkin also
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s the expression goes: “No good deed goes
unpunished.” In the world of real property law, if a
landowner, trying to be a “good neighbor”, allows
someone to use his or her property, that neighborly

accommodation may ripen into a permanent easement-type
property interest across the property.

A recent decision from the California Court of Appeal in Richardson v. Franc
expanded the legal doctrine of “irrevocable licenses” in a situation where one
neighbor simply allowed another neighbor to use a portion of a driveway for
landscaping and irrigation.  Whereas prior cases applying irrevocable licenses arose
from the parties’ oral agreement, in Richardson the parties never communicated to
each other. The landowner’s knowledge of the use, without assent or objection, was
sufficient to create a permanent, easement-like property interest.

Conceptually, a license to use another’s real property differs from commonly-
known real property doctrines such as “adverse possession” or “prescriptive
easement”, which may allow others to obtain fee title or easement rights based
upon use of the property (e.g., 5-years use that is “open, hostile and continuous”). A
well-known method to defeat adverse possession is to grant permission to the user,
thus negating the required element of hostility.

In contrast to the hostility requirement for adverse possession, a license is
premised upon permission. A license gives the user authority to perform an act or
acts on your property. Licenses are commonly seen in commercial transactions to
allow specifically-defined use of a property. In those situations, the rights, duties and
obligations of the parties are set forth in a written license agreement.

In the absence of a written agreement, a landowner may grant an oral (i.e.,
“parol”) license. Such parol licenses are revocable at any time. The legal doctrine of
a parol “irrevocable license” dates back to court decisions in the 1800’s. In theory,
an irrevocable license derives from an equitable estoppel, in which a landowner
agrees to allow use of the property with knowledge that the user will expend
significant funds to improve the property. For example, the classic case involves a
neighbor asking the landowner for access over the property to a landlocked parcel;
the landowner says yes and the neighbor, relying on the landowner’s agreement,
builds a house on the landlocked parcel – i.e., an equitable estoppel that leads to an
irrevocable license.

A

Warning To Property Owners: “Neighborly” Accommodations May Result In Losing Property Rights
by Kenneth R. Styles, Shareholder, Miller Starr Regalia

The unique fact of the Richardson case is that the parties
never communicated to each other. Instead, one party – who
already benefited from an easement for ingress and egress
over a driveway – installed landscaping and an irrigation
system beyond the easement boundaries. The landowner
was aware of the expanded use, but never communicated
with the neighbor. Years later, the new owner of the property

objected to the use, filed suit and lost.

The holding in Richardson raises some troubling issues for property owners. For
example, if a property owner is aware of certain use, but fails to investigate or object,
such inaction may result in a permanent, irrevocable license. Richardson arguably
puts the burden on landowners, as opposed to adverse users, to ensure that any
adverse use, even if by mistake, does not ripen into a permanent, irrevocable
license. For example, by statute a landowner may prevent a prescriptive easement
by either recording permission or posting signs. Arguably, neither of these code
sections would prevent an irrevocable license.

So what is a landowner to do, object and risk a prescriptive easement, or assent
and risk an irrevocable license? Unfortunately, Richardson injects more uncertainty
into the ever-evolving world of property use rights (e.g., easements, licenses and
leases).

Kenneth R. Styles
Kenneth R. Styles is a shareholder in Miller Starr Regalia’s

San Francisco office. He has over twenty-two years of
experience representing clients in litigation and
regulatory/consulting matters, principally involving real
estate and commercial disputes. He is one of the authors of
Miller & Starr, California Real Estate, a 12-volume treatise
on California real estate law, and regularly presents on real
property issues involving title insurance, easements and
secured transactions. Mr. Styles will be speaking at the
Orange County Bar Association’s Real Estate Section
Meeting on May 26, 2015. Contact Mr. Styles at 415.638.4800 or
ken.styles@msrlegal.com. For more information on Miller Starr Regalia, visit
www.msrlegal.com.
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